Antigen-antibody interactions: binding studies with fluorescence and surface plasmon resonance exemplified by acid-traseolide as antigen.
The interaction between the musk fragrance acid-traseolide and monoclonal antibodies (mAB) generated against this odorant has been investigated with two different techniques. Fluorescence spectroscopy was used to study the quenching of tryptophan fluorescence of the antibody upon binding acid-traseolide. This spectroscopic approach is based on measurements under equilibrium conditions. The second technique exploited the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) phenomenon. The acid-traseolide was immobilized in the surface matrix and upon presenting mAB changes in SPR were recorded in real time during the association reaction. The SPR approach can be considered as a kinetic method. Although having a different origin, both methods lead to comparable equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd). However, the results obtained with fluorescence spectroscopy were more accurate and reproducible. Not only the association of acid-traseolide with antibody was evaluated, also Fab fragment and peptide (H3-peptide) mimicking the heavy chain CDR3 of this antibody were included in this study. The Kd-values, determined by both methods, increase in the order mAB < Fab < H3-peptide because of diminishing recognition.